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PILLOW SIZES

XS 
(20x40 cm)

S 
(30x40 cm)

M 
(35x50 cm)

L 
(40x60 cm)

XL 
(50x70 cm)

XLL 
(40x80 cm)

XXL 
(60x80 cm)

Using our own production, we produce completely 
natural pillows in 7 different dimensions and with 7 
different fillings, which offer a gentle massage and 
silky softness. Bonatura pillows are handmade 
from all-natural and eco-friendly ingredients - the 
casing is made of 100% certified cotton and 
natural filling. Compared to traditional pillows, our 
pillows are stuffed with straws or husks of 
buckwheat seeds, spelt and millet as well as 
sheep wool balls, vegetable kapok yarns and 
cherry kernels; all natural fillings that provide a 
comfortable and natural sleep. All fillings are 
natural, free of artificial additives and chemicals.

We are convinced that we will satisfy even the 
most demanding customer and find a solution for a 
comfortable sleep and put all of your troubles to 
bed.

Bonatura pillows should be suited to you and to 
your skin. Therefore, they are made of textiles that 
are subject to strict controls. This product holds 
the international eco-friendly Oeko Tex Standard 
100 certificate and is skin-friendly.

Among numerous labels accompanying textile 
products, we are particularly fond of those that tell 
us that the product does not contain hazardous 
substances and is therefore friendly to people and 
the environment. One of these environmental 
labels is the Oeko-Tex® Standard 100, which has 
been adorning garments or textiles that have 
successfully passed the hazardous substance 
check in order to minimize health risks since 1992.

We make no compromises when it comes to 
quality. Your well-being comes first.



The main advantages of the natural buckwheat 
pillow and how it can contribute to the quality of 
your sleep or rest are:

• heat control - keeps you warm in winter and cool in summer
• conducts moisture, which prevents sweating
• flexibility and breathability, which prevent the growth of

mites, and is thus suitable for persons with mite allergies
and asthmatics

• anatomical adjustment - the husks adjust completely to your
head and neck

• micromassage
• positive energy transfer due to the shape of the buckwheat

husks

Not only does the pillow provide a high level of 
comfort, but it can also alleviate problems with:

• migraines (headaches)
• pain in the cervical spine, shoulders,

nape and head
• insomnia
• joint pain
• improves blood circulation

BUCKWHEAT PILLOW

USE
Our buckwheat pillow is suitable for anyone from 5 years of age 
onward who is looking for a quality, comfortable and natural sleep.

FILLING
100% natural filling made of thermally (heat-treated) modified, sorted 
and manually purified buckwheat husks.

CASING
Made from specially selected soft and densely woven 100% cotton. 
Does not contain harmful substances - tested according to the Oeko 
tex standard 100.

MAINTENANCE AND CARE
The pillow has a sewn zipper to allow the pillow casing to be 
washed at 60°. Washing the filling is not recommended. The 
practical zipper also allows you to add, remove, replace or 
clean the filling. We recommend that you air the pillow at least 
2 times a year to allow the filling to aerate and captivate you 
with the scent of nature once again.

The main feature of buckwheat husks are natural 
antioxidants and rutin, which has an antiviral and 
mildly antibacterial effect. Compared to other 
natural fillings (spelt husks), they are finer, which 
gives the pillow even more softness. Husks have a 
massaging effect - micromassage, so they can help 
with different kinds of pain. This pillow will captivate 
you with its smoothly sour scent of buckwheat.

Always the right choice
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The main advantages of the natural spelt pillow 
and how it can contribute to the quality of your 
sleep or rest are:

• heat control - keeps you warm in winter and 
cool in summer

• conducts moisture, which prevents sweating
• flexibility and breathability, which prevents the 

growth of mites
• micromassage
• anatomical adjustment - the husks adjust 

completely to your neck and head

Not only does the pillow provide a high level of 
comfort, but it can also alleviate problems with:

• migraines (headaches)
• pain in the cervical spine, shoulders, nape

and head
• insomnia
• joint pain
• improves blood circulation

SPELT PILLOW

USE
Our spelt pillow is suitable for anyone from 5 years of age onward 
who is looking for a quality, comfortable and natural sleep.

FILLING
100% natural filling made of thermally (heat-treated) modified, 
sorted and manually purified husks. Dust particles are removed.

CASING
Made from specially selected soft and densely woven 100% 
cotton. Does not contain harmful substances - tested according to 
the Oeko tex standard 100.

MAINTENANCE AND CARE
The pillow has a sewn zipper to allow the pillow casing to be 
washed at 60°. The practical zipper also allows you to add, 
remove, replace or clean the filling - husks. We recommend that 
you air the pillow at least 2 times a year to allow the filling to 
aerate and captivate you with the scent of nature once again.

The main feature of spelt husks is their natural 
content of quartz acid crystals, which have a 
similar effect on the body to healing clay. 
Compared to other fillings it is more sturdy and 
coarse, yet soft and velvety to the touch. Husks 
have a massaging effect - micromassage, so they 
can help with different kinds of pain. This pillow will 
charm you with its gentle smell of hay.

Suitable for rest and sleep
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The main advantages of the natural millet pillow 
and how it can contribute to the quality of your sleep 
or rest are:

• offers extremely soft support for a pillow filled
with husks

• anatomical adjustment - the husks adjust
completely to your head and neck

• the husks retain their shape
• very quiet filling

Not only does the pillow provide a high level of 
comfort, it can also alleviate problems with:

• migraines (headaches)
• pain in the cervical spine, shoulders, nape

and head
• insomnia

MILLET PILLOW

USE
Our millet pillows are suitable for anyone from 5 years of age 
onward who is looking for a quality, comfortable and natural 
sleep.

FILLING
100% natural filling made of sorted and manually purified millet 
husks.

CASING
Made from specially selected soft and densely woven 100% 
cotton. Does not contain harmful substances - tested according to 
the Oeko tex standard 100.

MAINTENANCE AND CARE
The pillow has a sewn zipper to allow the pillow casing to be 
washed at 60°. The practical zipper also allows you to add, 
remove, replace or clean the filling - husks. We recommend that 
you air the pillow at least 2 times a year to allow the filling to 
aerate and captivate you with the scent of nature once again.

The main feature of millet husks is their round 
shape, which provides dense and soft support that 
makes the pillows look very luxurious. The husks are 
very quiet and surprisingly smooth, fully supporting 
the weight of the head and neck without losing their 
shape. Due to the small structure of the husks, the 
pillows are comfortable even with more filling, so they 
are suitable for all who like higher pillows. This pillow 
will fascinate you with its scent of a mill.

For comfortable relaxation at all times
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The main advantages of a wool filling are:

• heat control - keeps you warm in winter and
cool in summer

• softness that results in comfort
• compactness and lightness
• moisture removal, which prevents sweating
• anatomical adjustment - adjusts to your neck

and head
• flexible filling for all sleeping positions
• flexibility and breathability

Not only does natural sheep wool provide a high level 
of comfort but it can also help with:

• headaches
• migraines
• insomnia
• alleviates rheumatic problems and
• relieves pain from chronic vertebral wear and tear

WOOL PILLOW

USE
Our wool pillow can be suitable for anyone from 1 year of age 
onward who is looking for a quality, comfortable and natural sleep.

FILLING
100% natural filling - woolen balls (Slovenian sheep wool from 
organic farming).

CASING
Made from specially selected soft and densely woven 100% 
cotton. Does not contain harmful substances - tested according to 
the Oeko tex standard 100.

MAINTENANCE AND CARE
The pillow has a sewn zipper to allow the pillow casing to be 
washed at 60°. Washing the filling is not recommended. Over 
time, simply loosen the woolen balls with your hands. The 
practical zipper also allows you to add, remove or change wool. 
We recommend airing the pillow at least 2 times a year.

The main feature of wool filling is excellent thermal insulation, making 
this pillow very useful both in winter and in summer. The filling may 
contain as much as 30% water and still not appear moist. The pillow thus 
provides a comfortable, sweat-free sleep as wool binds moisture and 
removes it quickly as well. Therefore, it prevents the growth of mold, 
microorganisms and mites. It is also suitable for persons who are allergic 
to dust mites, as wool repels dust and mites. Despite their softness, 
woolen balls offer optimal neck and head support. Compared to the 
pillows filled with husks, this one is extremely soft and lightweight.

For a healthy and comfortable sleep
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The main advantages of the kapok pillow are:

• it repels moisture, creating an unfriendly
environment for mites, molds and bacteria

• it is naturally hypoallergenic - does not cause
allergies

• silky softness "like a gentle baby touch"
• natural fluff
• durability - strong fibers provide a longer life
• environmentally and people friendly
• great fit

Pillows and cushions filled with fluffy organic kapok 
yarn offer luxurious softness and have a disintegrating 
effect. Floating natural kapok fibers are often used as 
an alternative to wool and synthetic latex and are fully 
customizable.

KAPOK PILLOW

USE
Our kapok pillow is also suitable for babies from 1 year of age 
due to its tenderness and silky softness.

FILLING
100% natural filling - organic kapok yarn.

CASING
Made from specially selected soft and densely woven 100% 
cotton. Does not contain harmful substances - tested according to 
the Oeko tex standard 100.

MAINTENANCE AND CARE
The pillow can be washed at 60° together with the filling. Simply 
loosen the kapok filling with your hands before bedtime. The 
pillow has a practical sewn zipper that allows you to add, remove, 
replace or clean the filling. We recommend that you air the pillow 
at least 2 times a year to allow the filling to aerate and captivate 
you with its scent of nature once again

The main feature of kapok yarn is that it is extremely lightweight, 
because the volume of yarn is made up by as much as 80% air, so that it 
acts as natural fluff. Our kapok pillow is handmade from 100% cotton and 
a fine cotton-like plant fiber that is hollow on the inside and coated with a 
natural antibacterial substance. As organic plush, this naturally soft, silky 
and healthy pillow is a great natural alternative. It is 8 times lighter than 
cotton, odorless and soft as silk. Kapok yarn is one of the few forest 
products that is 100% organic and has no adverse effects on the 
environment during its growth, production and use. The pillow is easily 
adjustable to fit your head and neck in any position during sleep. The 
pillow is odorless.

Total comfort
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The main advantages of the cherry pit pillow:

• offers an intense massage
• anatomical adjustment - the pits adjust

completely to your neck and head
• flexibility and breathability, which prevents the

growth of mites, making it suitable for persons
allergic to dust mites

• improves blood circulation

This pillow can alleviate problems with:

• migraines (headaches)
• pain in the cervical spine, shoulders, nape

and head
• tense muscles

CHERRY PIT PILLOW

USE
Our cherry pit pillow is designed for persons who require a lot of 
micromassage in addition to relaxation.

FILLING
100% natural filling - purified cherry pits.

CASING
Made from specially selected soft and densely woven 100% cotton. 
Does not contain harmful substances - tested according to the Oeko 
tex standard 100.

MAINTENANCE AND CARE
The pillow has a sewn zipper to allow the pillow casing to be 
washed at 60°. Washing the filling is not recommended. The 
practical zipper also allows you to add, remove, replace or 
clean the pits.

The main feature of the cherry pit pillow is its 
considerable weight, so it is available in smaller 
sizes. The pillow is odorless. Did you know that 
cherry pits are great for use in warm-cold pillows?

An endless massage
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The main advantages of the natural mixed pillow 
and how it can contribute to the quality of your sleep 
or rest are:
• heat control - keeps you warm in winter and cool

in summer
• conducts moisture, which prevents sweating
• flexibility and breathability, which prevents the

growth of mites, making it suitable for persons
allergic to dust mites

• anatomical adjustment - the husks adjust
completely to your neck and head

• micromassage

Not only does the pillow provide a high level of 
comfort, it can also alleviate problems with:

• migraines (headaches)
• pain in the cervical spine, shoulders, nape

and head
• insomnia
• joint pain
• improves blood circulation

MIXED HUSKS (BUCKWHEAT - SPELT) 

USE
The mixed pillow is suitable for anyone from 5 years of age onward 
who is looking for a quality, comfortable and natural sleep.

FILLING
100% natural filling - sorted, manually purified and heat-treated 
spelt and buckwheat husks.

CASING
Made from specially selected soft and densely woven 100% 
cotton. Does not contain harmful substances - tested according to 
the Oeko tex standard 100.

MAINTENANCE AND CARE
The pillow has a sewn zipper to allow the pillow casing to be 
washed at 60°. Washing the filling is not recommended. The 
practical zipper also allows you to add, remove, replace or clean 
the filling - husks. We recommend that you air the pillow at least 
2 times a year to allow the filling to aerate and captivate you with 
the scent of nature once again.

The main features of buckwheat husks are natural 
antioxidants and rutin that have an antiviral and mildly 
antibacterial effect. The main feature of spelt husks is their 
natural content of silica crystals that have a similar effect 
on the body to healing clay. The mixed pillow has a filling 
made of same amounts of buckwheat and spelt husks. 
The husks have a massaging effect-micromassage, so 
they can help with different kinds of pain. This pillow will 
captivate you with its scent of nature.

Provides necessary support during sleep
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The main advantages of the chambered Duplex 
(buckwheat-  spelt) pillow and how it can help with 
the quality of your sleep or rest are:

Side with buckwheat husks:
• heat control - keeps you warm in winter and cool in

summer
• conducts moisture, which prevents sweating
• flexibility and breathability, which prevents the growth of

mites, making it suitable for persons allergic to dust mites
• anatomical adjustment - the husks adjust completely to

your neck and head
• micromassage

MICRO DUPLEX  (SPELT- BUCKWHEAT)

USE
Our Duplex chambered pillow is suitable for anyone from 5 years of 
age onward who is looking for a quality, comfortable and natural sleep.

FILLING
100% natural filling - sorted, manually purified and heat-treated spelt 
and buckwheat husks.

CASING
Made from specially selected soft and densely woven 100% cotton. 
Does not contain harmful substances - tested according to the Oeko 
tex standard 100.

MAINTENANCE AND CARE
The pillow has a sewn zipper to allow the pillow casing to be 
washed at 60°. Washing the filling is not recommended. The 
practical zipper also allows you to add, remove, replace or 
clean the filling. We recommend that you air the pillow at least 
2 times a year to allow the filling to aerate and captivate you 
with the scent of nature once again.

A premium quality pillow with two 
compartments. Traditional 
buckwheat husks on one side and 
spelt husks on the other. Each 
filling has its own compartment, 
which allows you to make 
individual adjustments and ensure 
your comfort throughout the night.

The best of both worlds
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Side with spelt husks:

• heat control - keeps you warm in winter and
cool in summer

• conducts moisture, which prevents sweating
• flexibility and breathability, which prevents the

growth of mites
• micromassage
• anatomical adjustment - the husks adjust

completely to your neck and head



The main advantages of the chambered Duplex 
(buckwheat - wool) pillow and how it can help with 
the quality of your sleep or rest are:

Side with buckwheat husks:
• heat control - keeps you warm in winter and cool in

summer
• conducts moisture, which prevents sweating
• flexibility and breathability, which prevents the growth of

mites, making it suitable for persons allergic to dust mites
• anatomical adjustment - the husks adjust completely to

your neck and head
• micromassage

ECO DUPLEX (BUCKWHEAT - WOOL)

USE
Our Duplex chambered pillow is suitable for anyone from 5 years of age 
onward who is looking for a quality, comfortable and natural sleep.

FILLING
100% natural filling - purified and heat-treated buckwheat husks and 
woolen balls.

CASING
Made from specially selected soft and densely woven 100% cotton. 
Does not contain harmful substances - tested according to the Oeko tex 
standard 100.

MAINTENANCE AND CARE
The pillow has a sewn zipper to allow the pillow casing to be 
washed at 60°. Washing the filling is not recommended. Over 
time, simply loosen the woolen balls with your hands. The 
practical zipper also allows you to add, remove, replace or 
clean the filling. We recommend that you air the pillow at least 
2 times a year to allow the filling to aerate and captivate you 
with the scent of nature once again.

A premium quality and compact 
pillow with two compartments. 
Traditional buckwheat husks on 
one side and soft wool on the 
other. Each filling has its own 
compartment, which allows you to 
make individual adjustments and 
ensure your comfort throughout 
the night.

The perfect touch of nature
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Stran z volnenim polnilom:

• uravnavanje toplote-pozimi greje, poleti hladi
• mehkost, kar nudi udobje
• kompaktnost
• odvajanje vlage, kar preprečuje znojenje
• anatomsko prilagajanje
• prilagodljivo polnilo za vse položaje spanja
• prožnost in zračnost



The main advantages of the chambered Duplex 
(buckwheat - millet) pillow and how it can help with 
the quality of your sleep or rest are:
Side with buckwheat husks:

• heat control - keeps you warm in winter and cool in
summer

• conducts moisture, which prevents sweating
• flexibility and breathability, which prevents the growth of

mites, making it suitable for persons allergic to dust mites
• anatomical adjustment - the husks adjust completely to

your neck and head
• micromassage

NATUR DUPLEX (BUCKWHEAT - MILLET)

USE
Our Duplex chambered pillow is suitable for anyone from 5 years of age 
onward who is looking for a quality, comfortable and natural sleep.

FILLING
100% natural filling - purified and heat-treated buckwheat husks and 
millet shells.

CASING
Made from specially selected soft and densely woven 100% cotton. 
Does not contain harmful substances - tested according to the Oeko tex 
standard 100.

MAINTENANCE AND CARE
The pillow has a sewn zipper to allow the pillow casing to be 
washed at 60°. Washing the filling is not recommended. The 
practical zipper also allows you to add, remove, replace or 
clean the filling. We recommend that you air the pillow at least 
2 times a year to allow the filling to aerate and captivate you 
with the scent of nature once again.

A premium quality pillow with two 
compartments. Traditional 
buckwheat husks on one side and 
soft millet on the other. Each 
filling has its own compartment, 
which allows you to make 
individual adjustments and ensure 
your comfort throughout the night.

Surrounded by nature
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Side with millet filling:

• offers extremely soft support for a pillow filled
with husks

• anatomical adjustment - the husks adjust
completely to your head and neck

• the husks retain their shape
• very quiet filling



The main advantages of the chambered Duplex 
(millet - wool) pillow and how it can help with the 
quality of your sleep or rest are:

Side with millet husks:

• offers extremely soft support for a pillow filled
with husks

• anatomical adjustment - the husks adjust
completely to your head and neck

• the husks retain their shape
• very quiet filling

SOFT DUPLEX (MILLET - WOOL)

USE
Our Duplex chambered pillow is suitable for anyone from 5 years of 
age onward who is looking for a quality, comfortable and natural sleep.

FILLING
100% natural filling - purified and sorted millet shells and organic 
sheep wool.

CASING
Made from specially selected soft and densely woven 100% cotton. 
Does not contain harmful substances - tested according to the Oeko 
tex standard 100.

MAINTENANCE AND CARE
The pillow has a sewn zipper to allow the pillow casing to be 
washed at 60°. Washing the filling is not recommended. Over 
time, simply loosen the woolen balls with your hands. The 
practical zipper also allows you to add, remove, replace or 
clean the filling. We recommend that you air the pillow at least 
2 times a year to allow the filling to aerate and captivate you 
with the scent of nature once again.

A quality and comfortable pillow 
with two compartments. Millet 
husks on one side and soft wool
on the other. Each filling has its 
own compartment, which allows 
you to make individual 
adjustments and ensure your 
comfort throughout the night.

Softness on both sides
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Stran z volnenim polnilom:

• uravnavanje toplote-pozimi greje, poleti hladi
• mehkost, kar nudi udobje
• kompaktnost in lahkost
• odvajanje vlage, kar preprečuje znojenje
• anatomsko prilagajanje - prilagodi se vratu in

glavi
• prilagodljivo polnilo za vse položaje spanja
• prožnost in zračnost



The main advantages of the chambered Vegan 
Duplex (buckwheat - kapok) pillow and how it can 
help with the quality of your sleep or rest are:
Side with buckwheat husks:

• heat control - keeps you warm in winter and cool in
summer

• conducts moisture, which prevents sweating
• flexibility and breathability, which prevents the growth of

mites, making it suitable for persons allergic to dust mites
• anatomical adjustment - the husks adjust completely to

your neck and head
• micromassage

VEGAN DUPLEX (BUCKWHEAT - KAPOK)

USE
Our Duplex chambered pillow is suitable for anyone from 5 years of 
age onward who is looking for a quality, comfortable and natural sleep.

FILLING
100% natural filling - purified and heat-treated buckwheat husks and 
vegan kapok yarn.

CASING
Made from specially selected soft and densely woven 100% cotton. 
Does not contain harmful substances - tested according to the Oeko 
tex standard 100.

MAINTENANCE AND CARE
The pillow has a sewn zipper to allow the pillow casing to be 
washed at 60°. Washing buckwheat husk filling is not 
recommended. Loosen the kapok yarn with your hands before 
bedtime. The practical zipper also allows you to add, remove, 
replace or clean the filling. We recommend that you air the 
pillow at least 2 times a year to allow the filling to aerate and 
captivate you with the scent of nature once again.

A premium quality pillow with two 
compartments. Traditional 
buckwheat husks on one side and 
soft organic kapok yarn on the 
other. Each filling has its own 
compartment, which allows you to 
make individual adjustments and 
ensure your comfort throughout 
the night.

Extremely comfortable and adjustable
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Side with kapok filling:

• moisture removal, which prevents sweating
• it repels moisture, creating an unfriendly

environment for mites, molds and bacteria
• it is naturally hypoallergenic - does not cause

allergies
• silky softness "like a gentle baby touch"
• natural fluff
• durability - strong fibers provide a longer life
• flexible filling for all sleeping positions



The main advantages of the chambered Vegi Duplex 
(spelt - kapok) pillow and how it can help with the 
quality of your sleep or rest are:
Side with spelt husks:
• heat control - keeps you warm in winter and cool in

summer
• conducts moisture, which prevents sweating
• flexibility and breathability, which prevents the

growth of mites
• micromassage
• anatomical adjustment - the husks adjust

completely to your neck and head

VEGI DUPLEX (SPELT - KAPOK)

USE
Our Duplex chambered pillow is suitable for anyone from 5 years of 
age onward who is looking for a quality, comfortable and natural sleep.

FILLING
100% natural filling - purified and heat-treated spelt husks and vegan 
kapok yarn.

CASING
Made from specially selected soft and densely woven 100% cotton. 
Does not contain harmful substances - tested according to the Oeko 
tex standard 100.

MAINTENANCE AND CARE
The pillow has a sewn zipper to allow the pillow casing to be 
washed at 60°. The practical zipper also allows you to add, 
remove, replace or clean the filling - husks. We recommend that 
you air the pillow at least 2 times a year to allow the filling to 
aerate and captivate you with the scent of nature once again.

A premium quality pillow with two 
compartments. Traditional spelt 
husks on one side and soft organic 
kapok yarn on the other. Each 
filling has its own compartment,
which allows you to make 
individual adjustments and ensure 
your comfort throughout the night.

For rest and comfort
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Stran s kapok polnilom:

• odvajanje vlage, kar preprečuje znojenje
• odbija vlago, zaradi česar je neprimeren na

pršice, plesni, bakterije
• naravni hipoalergen - ne povzroča alergij
• svilnata mehkoba  »kot nežen otroški dotik«
• naravni puh
• trajnost - močna vlakna zagotavljajo daljšo dobo

uporabe
• prilagodljivo polnilo za vse položaje spanja



FOR YOUR WELL-BEING
MATTRESS PAD

A mattress pad filled with buckwheat husks is a great 
alternative to traditional latex mattresses. It does not 
absorb dust, making it a great product for those with 

allergies. There is some free space between the 
compartments, which makes the mattress airy, 
prevents perspiration and alleviates bedsores.

RELAXATION GLASSES
SLEEP MASK

Our sleep mask - relaxation glasses are hand-made
from soft 100% cotton, which is a natural material. On

the front side there is a convenient sewn-on zipper 
through which the product is filled with dried lavender 

buds, chamomile or mustard or cherry pits. The 
product comes with a sewn-on elastic for easy fitting.

SEAT CUSHION

The seat cushion is handcrafted from natural
materials - 100% cotton and buckwheat husk filling. 
Because of its many positive features, the cushion 
offers quality and comfortable sitting without pain in 

the buttocks.

HEAT
CUSHION

A great tool for warm or cold pain relief. Versatile use as 
a heat cushion, cooling pack for pain relief, cough and 

headache cushion or a cushion for athletes.

MULTIPURPOSE BONAMAMA CUSHION

Bonamama is a slightly curved multi-purpose cushion in 
shape of a moon with convenient straps on each side for
tying it together. A pregnancy pillow with many positive 

features offers a quality and comfortable rest and is also
a welcome addition to your living space.

BATHROBE

A prestigious 100% cotton (waffle) bathrobe offers
extreme absorbency and softness. The natural material 

does not cause skin allergies and is pleasant to the 
touch.
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